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QUESTION 1

In a Web project, what must the WebContent folder contain? 

A. only the static files like images or CSS files 

B. the source code of the Enterprise JavaBeans 

C. all the files that are deployed with the Web application 

D. the source code for Java classes 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What comprises a test unit when testing an application using JUnit? 

A. one JSP page 

B. a single application to be tested 

C. the smallest testable part of an application 

D. a single Java class 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which statement is true about the Create Java Project Wizard? 

A. It helps create new Java classes with methods and attributes. 

B. It provides an easy way to deploy Java applications on a specific application server. 

C. It offers the option to choose between the default JRE or a project specific JRE. 

D. It automatically creates a user interface to interact with your Java project. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which generated class is used to fill in the Web service implementation when Web services are created from a WSDL
document? 

A. the *Service class 
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B. the *Impl class 

C. the *PortType class 

D. the *Bean class 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What can a developer manage using Rational Application Developer? 

A. a single workspace per workbench 

B. multiple workspaces per workbench by switching between workspaces 

C. multiple workspaces per workbench by organizing them as views 

D. multiple workspaces per workbench with additional licenses 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What is a life-cycle listener in a Web application? 

A. a Java object compiled as a servlet to create dynamic Web pages 

B. a proprietary WebSphere extension to allow the Web container to serve static content 

C. a runtime environment integrated into the workbench for testing Web applications 

D. an event listener invoked when servlets are created, destroyed, or modified 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

An application is being run in Application Developer and needs some resources from the local WebSphere Application
Server. Which four resources can be configured as application resources from the Administration console? (Choose
four.) 

A. data sources 

B. shared java libraries 

C. Java Messaging Services (JMS) configuration 

D. Web application URLs available to security roles 

E. groups from an LDAP server which map to security roles 
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Correct Answer: ABCE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which type of breakpoint executes a set number of times? 

A. Recursive Breakpoint 

B. Hit Count Breakpoint 

C. Method Breakpoint 

D. Conditional Breakpoint 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

A developer has been using Application Developer on the same machine for some time and across several workspaces.
When starting up the test application server, error messages appear in the SystemOut.log for applications which do not
exist in the current workspace and which are no longer required. What is the best way to stop these errors from
occurring? 

A. use the Add and Remove application options from the servers view and remove the applications which are no longer
required 

B. remove the workspace from which the applications were originally published 

C. edit the Server configuration and remove references to them 

D. open the administration console and select Uninstall application for the application no longer required 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

A developer has deleted a file from a Java package in a workspace and would like to recover it. What must the
developer do after selecting the Java package? 

A. use the context pop-up menu option "Restore from Local History" 

B. use the context pop-up menu option "Recover from File System" 

C. click File > Deleted files and select the file 

D. click File > Undo 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 11

Which file maintains the configuration information for a Web application, such as servlets, filters, or references? 

A. the Web Deployment Descriptor (web.xml) 

B. the Struts configuration file (struts-config.xml) 

C. the Javadoc file (javadoc.xml) 

D. the Bindings file (ibm-ejb-jar-bnd.xmi) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

What are three methods of importing a file from the file system to a Java package in the workbench? (Choose three.) 

A. drag and drop the file from the file system to the package in the workbench 

B. use the Import wizard from the File menu in the workbench 

C. use the context pop-up menu on the package in the workbench and select Import 

D. select Search > File in the workbench and then use the Import tab 

E. use the context pop-up menu on the file in the file system and select Import to Workbench 

Correct Answer: ABC 
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